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In the present paper we state a few lower semicontinuity and lower
closure theorems we have recently proved in connection with weak
convergence. In particular, for simple integrals of the calculus of variations
and weak convergence, we prove here that the convexity of the integrand
with respect to the derivatives is a necessary and sufficient condition for
lower semicontinuity.
1. Simple integrals of the calculus of variations. In this section we
consider only functionals of the form
(1)

I[x] = f Vo(*, x(0, x'(0) dt,

(!) = d/dt.

We denote by A a given closed subset of the tx-space En+1 (t e E1,
x=(x1, • • • , xn) e En), and for the sake of simplicity we assume in this
section that v4=cl(int A). Here, f0(t,x9u)
is a given function, f0:
A x £w—HE1, which again in this section will be assumed to be continuous
on AxEn. Then the functional ƒ :r->[— oo, + oo] is defined in the class r
of all absolutely continuous functions x(t)=(x1, • • • , xn),
a^t^b,
whose graph lies in A, and for which the measurable function fQ(t, x(t),
x'(t)), a^t^b, has a Lebesgue integral on [a, b] (finite, or + oo, or — oo).
We just note here that ^r:x->/*0( • , x( • ), x'( • )) is a Carathéodory,
or Nemitskii operator [7].
For a sequence xk(t)=(xl, • • • , x%), a^t^b, k=l, 2, • • • , of absolute
continuous functions we consider here the mode of convergence defined
by (m) x'k converges weakly in Lx\a, b] and xk converges uniformly in
[a, b]. This mode of convergence is justified by the simple remark that,
if x'h converges weakly in Lx\a, b] and, for at least one f e [a, b], xk(f)
converges (in En), then xk converges uniformly in [a, b]. This remark is a
simple consequence of the Dunford-Pettis theorem [6].
The interest of this mode of convergence lies in the fact that a necessary
and sufficient condition for the lower semicontinuity of I[x] at every
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element x e r (with respect to the mode (m) of convergence) is that
f0(t9 x, ü) be convex with respect to u for every {t, x) e A. The necessity
is proved by the same Tonelli classical argument (for the uniform convergence only of the functions xk) (see, e.g. [1]). The sufficiency is proved
by the following statement.
(l.i)

(CESARI

[2]) ( A LOWER SEMICONTINUITY THEOREM FOR SIMPLE

If A is closed, fQ continuous on AxEn and convex in u
for every (t, x) e A, if x{t), xk(t), a^t^b,
k=\, 2, • • • , are absolutely
continuous functions with graphs in A, such that xk-+x uniformly in [a, b]
and xk-+x' weakly in (L±[a, b])n, then I[x]^lim inf^^ I[xk], and each of
these integrals necessarily is either finite, or + oo.
INTEGRALS).

This statement is actually a corollary of the more general statements
below.
2. Multiple integrals of the calculus of variations. In this section we
consider functional of the form
(2)

I[x] = \f0(t,x(t),Vx(t))dt,

where G is a bounded domain of the f-space Ev, v^.1, t=(t1, • • • , tv),
A is a closed subset of the ta-space Ev+n, x=(x*, • • • , xn), whose projection on the J-space is cl G, and f(t, x, u) is a given function fQ:
AxE^-^E1,
which again in this section will be assumed to be continuous
on A x Evn. We think of I[x] as a functional defined in the class r of all
functions x(t), teG, of the Sobolev space (W\{G))n whose graph lies
in A and for which f0( • , x( • ), Vx( • )) has a Lebesgue integral (finite,
or +oo, or — oo). The following statement is a lower semicontinuity
theorem for the integral (2) in connection with the usual weak convergence
in the Sobolev space (W\{G))n (that is, Vxk converges weakly in (LX(G))VW
and xk converges strongly in (Lx(G))n).
(2.i) (CESARI [2]) (A LOWER SEMICONTINUITY THEOREM FOR MULTIPLE
INTEGRALS). Let G be a bounded domain, let A be closed, andfQ(t, x, u)

continuous in AxEyn, bounded in the subset [(t, x, u)\(t, x) E A, | w | ^ l ] ,
and convex in ufor every (t, x) e A. Ifx(t), xk(t), teG, k=l, 2, • • • , are
given functions, x, xk e (W{(G))n, with graphs in A, and xk-+x weakly in
(W\(G))n, then I[x]^\im'mïk^^
I[xk], and each of these integrals necessarily is either finite, or + oo.
This statement (2.i) is a corollary of the following Theorems (3.i) and
(4.i) in a more general setting. The boundedness condition of f0 on the
set [{t,x, u)\(t, x) e A, | w | ^ l ] is a very mild one since it is certainly
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satisfied whenever A is compact (and fQ is continuous). We proved in
[2], [3] and [5] also other lower semicontinuity theorems for integrands
fQ not necessarily continuous but satisfying suitable analytical conditions
(Lipschitz-type with respect to x, and growth type as |w|->oo). Finally,
we refer here to C. B. Morrey's book [8] for other semicontinuity theorems
under different modes of convergence.
3. Integrals I[x, u] and Carathéodory continuity condition (C). Tn
this section we consider functionals of the form
(3)

I[x, u] =

f0(t, x(t), ti(0) dt,
Jo

where G is any measurable subset of finite measure of the /-space Ev,
ƒ = ( / ! , . . . ^ f),v*i\,A
is any subset of the txspsiCQ Ev+n, x==(x1, • • • ,xn),
whose projection on the /-space is G, M is the subset of the taw-space
£v+n+m? w = = ( w i 5 . . . j W ^ ) ? defined by M^AxEm,
and f0(t, x, u) is
a given function f^.M-^E1.
For every / G G we denote by A(t) the
set ^4(0= [* e En\(t, x) G A]. We denote by \H\ the Lebesgue measure of
measurable subsets H of Ev.
We shall say that condition (C) holds provided, for every e > 0 , there is
a compact subset K of G with \G—K\<e such that the set AK— [(t, x) e
A\t e K] is closed, and fQ(t, x, u) is continuous on
MK=AKxEm.
If A and M are closed, and fQ is continuous in (x, u) for every /, and
measurable in / for every (x, u), then condition (C) certainly holds. If condition (C) holds, then for almost all feG the set A(f) = [x G En\(i, x) G A]
is closed and/0(/~, x, u) is continuous on the set
M(f)=A(t)xEm.
Under condition (C), then for every pair of measurable functions
x(t), u(t), t e G, with x(t) e A(t) f or t e G (a.e.), the function fQ( • , x( • ),
u( • )) is measurable in G. We think of the functional I as defined on all
such pairs x, u, for which fQ( • , x( • ), u( • )) has a Lebesgue integral
(finite, or +oo, or — oo).
(3.i)

(CESARI [2])

(A

LOWER SEMICONTINUITY THEOREM FOR I[X, U]).

Let G be measurable with finite measure, let us assume that condition (C)
holds, thatf0(t, x, u) is bounded on the subset [(t, x, u)\(t, x) e A, | w | ^ l ] ,
and thatf0(t, x, u) is convex in ufor every (t, x) e A. Let x(t), xk(t), u(t),
uk(t), t G G, k=l, 2, • • • , be measurable functions on G, x, xk:G-+En,
u, uk G (L^G))™, such that xk(t) G A(t), t e G (a.e.), xk->x in measure, and
uk->u weakly in (L^G))™ as k->co. Then x(t) e A(t), t e G (a.e.), and
I[x, «l^liminffc.^ I[xk, uk], where each of these integrals is necessarily
finite, or + oo.
For this and other lower semicontinuity theorems we refer to [2] and
[3].
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4. Lower closure theorems of optimal control theory. In this section
we consider functionals of the form
(4)

I[x, u] = fQ(t9 x(t)9 ii(0) dt
Jo

under constraints of the form
(5)

l(0=/(',*(0,w(0),

(6)

x(t) G A(t),

teG

u(t) G U(t, x(t)),

(a.e.),
t G G (a.e.).

Here G is any measurable subset of finite measure of the J-space Ev9
t=(t19 • • • , ty), r ^ l . For every / e G w e denote by A(t) a given subset
of the x-space En9 x=(x19 • • • , x n ), and then A is the set >4 = [(t, x)\t G G,
x G ^4 (/)]<= JEV+W. For every (f, x)eAwe denote by U(t, x) a given subset
of the w-space Em9 w=(w1, • • • , um)9 and then M is the set M = [(*, x, w)|
(t9x)eA;ue
U(t9 x)]^Ev+n+m9 and ƒ.(*, x, w), ƒ(*, x, w)-(/ l 5 • • • ,ƒ,)
are given functions defined on M. We shall assume that condition (C)
holds for both fQ and/.
We shall consider here triples of measurable functions |(f), x(t), u(t)9
teG, with values in Er9 En9 Em respectively for which (5), (6) hold a.e.
in G9 and for which the measurable function fQ( • , x( • ), «( • )) has a
Lebesgue integral (finite, or +oo, or — oo). In all applications there are
functional relations between the functions x and £, which are not relevant
in the present context.
For every (t9 x) G A we shall consider the set
Q

X) =

[ ( z ° , 2) | Z° ^ ƒ , ( * , X, « ) , Z = ƒ ( * , X, U)9 U G tf(f, X)] C £ r + l ,

and its projection
g ( / , x ) = / ( / , x , t/(r,x))c= £r
on the z-space Er. For every z G Q(t9 x) we can now define
T(z; t9 x) = Inf[z° | (z°, z) G Q(t9 x)],

- oo ^ T(z; t9x)<+

GO,

that is, the infimum of all z°=f0(t,^x9 u) for u e U(t9 x) with z=f(t9 x, «).
We have proved elsewhere that, if Q(t9 x) is convex, so is Q(t9 x) and then,
either T(z;t9 x)= — oo for all z e RintQ(t9x)9 or r(z; t9 x)> — oo for
all z G ô(f, x) and T(z; t9 x) is a convex function of z on the convex set
Q(t9 x). Here R int g(f, x) denotes the set of all points z which are interior
to Q(t9 x) with respect to the hyperspace R of minimum dimension
containing Q(t9 x), say, int Q^R int Q^Q<^R^Er.
For every feG9 xeA(f)9 and £<0 let Nôd(x) denote the set of all
xeA(f) with |x—x|^<5. For every f e G w e may now consider the sets
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Q(f, x), x e A(i) (or analogous ones). We shall say that these sets have
Kuratowski's upper semicontinuity property (property (K)) with respect
to x at a, point x e A(i) provided

Q(f, x) = f) cl U
ô

§(f,x);

xeNât{$)

and that they have property (Q) with respect to x at x provided
5tt*)=nclco
à

U

Qfrx).

tneNdtHt)

We shall say that for any given ieG the sets Q(t, x) have property (K)
or (Q) with respect to x in A(f) if they have the corresponding property
above at every xeA(i). For any 7V>0 we denote by V(0,N) the set
V(0,N)=[z\\z\<:N]c:Er.
(4.i) (CESARI [2]) (A LOWER CLOSURE THEOREM). Let G be measurable
with finite measure, let us assume that condition (C) holds for both fQ and f
that for almost all t G G and all x e A(t) the sets Q(t, x) are closed and
convex. Let us assume also that (a) there is a measurable bounded function
p(t), teG, \p(t)\^a, p:G-+Er, such that p(t) e Q(t, x) for almost all
t e G and all x e A{t); (/?) there is a constant c>0 such that \T(z; t, x)\^c
for almost all t eG, all x e A(t), and z e Q(t, x)C\V(0, 2a); (y) for every
N>2a and almost all teG the sets Q(t, x)n(E1xV(0, N)) satisfy
property (K) with respect to x inA(f). IfS(t), x(t), rjk(t), £k(t)9 xk(t), uk(t),
teG, fc=l, 2, • • • , are measurable functions, £, £k e (^(G))7*, r\k e LX(G),
ifxk(t) e A{t), uk(t) e U(t, xk(t)), %(0=/ o (f, xk(t), uk(t)), Çk(t)=f(t, xk(t),
uk(t)), t e G, k== 1, 2, • • • , |y-->£ weakly in (L1(G))r, xk(t)-+x(t) in measure
in G as k-^co, and i=lim inffc $G rjk(t) dt< + oo, then i is finite and there
is some measurable function u(t), teG, such that x(t)eA(t), u(t) e
U(t,x(t)), £(t)=f(t,x{t),u(t)),
teG(a.e.), and, for rj(t)=fQ{t,x{t),
u(t)), t eG,we also have r\ e LX(G), and ƒ# r)(t) dt^i.
Note that, for every N, the sets Q(t, x)n(E1 x V(0, N)) are contained
in the fixed set Exx V(0, N), and are closed and convex. As proved elsewhere, the required condition (K) with respect to x for the sets Q(t, x ) n
(E1xV(0,N)) is certainly satisfied if we know that \f(t, x, w)|-*+oo
as |«|->+ oo uniformly with respect to (t, x) in A.
This theorem (4.i) contains the previous statements of §§1, 2, 3 as
particular cases, and was recently proved in [2] on the basis of previous
work in [4]. We proved also in [4] (and presented in [3]) other lower
closure theorems where conditions (a), (/?), (y) are replaced by analytic
conditions on fQ and ƒ as Lipschitz type conditions with respect to x, or
growth type conditions on f0 and ƒ as |w|->oo.
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